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Chapter 8 
Geoheritage 

 Overview 
This chapter describes the geological context and assesses the geoheritage values of the project site. It 
also considers potential impacts of construction on these values and measures taken to avoid and minimise 
these impacts. This chapter is based on the findings of the report prepared by Environmental 
GeoSurveys Pty Ltd (Appendix A – Geoheritage). 

The project site is in an area of south-west Victoria known for its volcanic plains. Lava features of this area 
form a broader complex and contain areas assessed to be of state geological and geomorphological 
significance. 

Volcanic rocks in the investigation area include geologically young basalt (about 300,000 years old), 
originating from eruptions of Mount Rouse in Penshurst (30 kilometres north of the project site), and older 
basalt from lava flows during the Pliocene to early Pleistocene age (two to four million years ago) derived 
from multiple eruption points between Hamilton and Warrnambool. 

The older lavas have been eroded over time and the resulting volcanic landscape has been reshaped by 
deep weathering and erosion and is now recognisable as undulating plains. The features remaining from 
these flows are of moderate to low geoheritage significance.  

In contrast, the younger flows from Mount Rouse 
are clearly more defined in the landscape by a 
distinctive stony terrain (known as stony rises) 
quite different from the older flows they cover. 
Despite changes to the landscape for rural land 
uses, these areas of younger volcanic activity 
retain their volcanic character. This includes 
elongate mounds and ridges that have not been 
significantly eroded or weathered and are of high 
geoheritage significance for the study of long lava 
flows. No lava caves were recorded in the 
proposed wind farm area.  

Key impact pathways during project construction 
include direct physical damage to geoheritage 
features of significance through excavation and 
levelling to enable the construction of access 
tracks, hardstand areas, wind turbine foundations 
and during construction and operation of the on-site quarry. These impacts by their nature would have a 
permanent impact on the local geoheritage values, however the project has been designed to maintain the 
significance of this landscape. 

Avoidance by design has been the primary measure to limit impacts to geoheritage values. Through an 
iterative (step by step) design process informed by the geoheritage specialist, the project avoids significant 
impacts to geoheritage values and in doing so maintains the high level of geoheritage significance. 

With detailed design and construction activities conducted in accordance with the recommendations 
developed with the project geoheritage specialist, impacts to the geoheritage values were assessed to 
range from negligible to moderate. Construction of the project is consistent with maintaining the high level of 
geoheritage significance of the site and the broader aspects of Mount Rouse and associated lava flows 
exposed at the present project site. 

Geoheritage encompasses global, national, 
state-wide, and local features of geology, at all 
scales that are intrinsically important sites or 
culturally important sites offering information or 
insights into the evolution of the Earth; or into 
the history of science, or that can be used for 
research, teaching, or reference (M Brocx & 
V Semeniuk, 2007). 

Geoscience refers to earth sciences, 
especially geology. 

For the purposes of this assessment, a site of 
geoscience significance is a geoheritage site. 
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 EES objectives and key issues 
The EES scoping requirements specify the following draft evaluation objective and key issue, outlined in 
Table 8.1, relevant to geoheritage that have guided this assessment.  

Table 8.1 EES draft evaluation objective and key issues 

Draft evaluation objective 
Geoheritage values: To minimise and manage potential adverse effects to geoheritage values. 

Key issues • Potential for the project to have a significant effect on the geoheritage values 
present in the area. 

 Legislation, policy and guidelines 
In Victoria there is no state legislation, nor any regulated process for the identification, conservation, and 
management of sites of geoheritage significance. 

Protocols for determining geoheritage sites in Victoria have been established in the following publications 
which have been used in the geoheritage assessment report (Appendix A – Geoheritage):  

• Geological features of the National Estate in Victoria (Joyce and King, 1980).  
• Sites of Geological and Geomorphological Significance in the Western Region of Melbourne 

(Rosengren, 1986).  
• Eruption points of the Newer Volcanic Province of Victoria – an inventory and evaluation of scientific 

significance (Rosengren, 1994). 

 Investigation area 
The specialist studied the potential to impact geoheritage values on two scales: regionally and locally. The 
regional scale assessment included the project’s position on the Western Volcanic Plain, which resides 
within the broader Newer Volcanic Province of south-eastern Australia, as described in Section 8.6. 

At the local scale, the project site was divided into five descriptive sectors and the proposed quarry area 
based on their geoheritage character to assess more direct impacts. Each geoheritage sector is shown in 
Figure 8.1. 

 Method 
The geoheritage assessment used a combination of desktop research, ground inspection of selected sites, 
and aerial inspections. Topographical and geological data were obtained from available literature, digital 
maps and data sets, satellite imagery, geophysical images and bore records (see Appendix A – 
Geoheritage for details).  

Field inspections on foot and by vehicle were completed in September and December 2017. Low-level 
aerial inspections and photography was completed using a chartered plane. The most recent flight also 
captured images of the nearby operating Macarthur Wind Farm to give context to the nature and extent of 
ground disturbance associated with that project on comparable geology and terrain. 

The assessment is based on Neville Rosengren’s extensive background knowledge of the volcanic region 
of western Victoria gained from previous research (Rosengren 1994, 1996), university field teaching 
(between 1980 and 2009), and many geoheritage impact assessments completed for infrastructure 
developments in the western Victoria.  

The use of the high-resolution imagery was the basis for refining significance levels, determining potential 
impacts, and recommending changes to minimise impacts on geoheritage significance. 
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Figure 8.1 Defined geoheritage sectors 
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 Existing conditions 

8.6.1 Regional geology and geomorphology 
The project is on the southern margin of the Western Volcanic Plain, north of Port Fairy. This volcanic 
region is part of a broad basaltic lava province that has been active over the past six million years and is 
referred to as the Newer Volcanic Province of south-eastern Australia. The Western Volcanic Plain is a sub-
province of the Newer Volcanic Province and extends more than 220 kilometres from Geelong to Portland. 

The Newer Volcanic Province is now known to be comprised of over 700 eruption points grouped into 
416 eruption centres, the products of which cover an area of 19,000 km2. These volcanoes were 
geologically short-lived with eruptions ceasing after a few months of activity or persisting only over years or 
decades. 

On a landscape scale, two broad groups of volcanic surfaces are recognised based on the preservation of 
primary lava features: 

• younger flows including stony rises where boundaries of individual flow units are clearly defined 
topographically and with stony surfaces characterised by elongate and hummocky ridges and closed 
depressions and shallow stream valleys 

• older flows with undulating surfaces, minimal stone exposure, undistinguishable flow units, and with 
incised valleys.  

Of most relevance to the geoheritage of the local region is Mount Rouse, which is about 28 kilometres 
north-northeast of the project and has a summit rising 120 metres above the surrounding plain. 
Mount Rouse erupted around 300,000 years ago and was the largest eruption source in the Newer Volcanic 
Province in terms of lava volume and area covered by erupted material (450 km2). The boundaries of the 
Mount Rouse lava flows are clearly defined within the landscape by a distinctive stony terrain quite different 
from the older underlying and adjacent lava flows. 

The lavas from Mount Rouse extend more than 60 kilometres to the south, outcropping along the coast at 
Port Fairy where they are partly covered by sand dunes and alluvium.  

There are six major groups of Mount Rouse lava flows distinguished by distribution, geochemistry, petrology 
and eruption sequence. The site boundary encloses parts of three of these flows: the main “Rouse – 
Port Fairy flow’, the shorter “Tarrone flow”, and the complex “Hawkesdale flow” (although no infrastructure 
is planned on this flow; see Figure 8.2).  

The Hawkesdale and Port Fairy flows are elongated lava fields connected by narrow lava-filled valleys, in 
places enclosing or surrounding islands of older volcanic rock known as ‘steptoes’. A widespread feature of 
these flows is their irregular surface with numerous hummocks, low plateaus, elongated ridges, and 
enclosed depressions forming a landscape referred to as “stony rises”. Prominent ridges that occur at the 
flow edges are locally known as “barriers”, and this term is used in geological literature to describe higher, 
elongate, lateral sections of lava flows. The lava flows followed and filled existing shallow valleys in the 
older volcanic surface of the pre-Mount Rouse landscape.  

8.6.2 Local geology and geomorphology 
The surface geology of the project site is comprised of three groups: 

• fresh to slightly weathered younger basalt of the Mount Rouse lava flows 
• deeply weathered older basalts of the Newer Volcanic Province 
• alluvial and paludal (lake and wetland) organic and mineral sediments. 
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Figure 8.2 Mount Rouse lava flows in relation to the project site 

  

Vinebanks 
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Mount Rouse lava flows and terrain 

Basalt is irregularly exposed at the surface as blocks and boulders over most of the areas of the Mount 
Rouse lava flows, but north of the project site (closer to the volcano) are areas of continuous outcrop. The 
basalts are vesicular (pitted with many small cavities) and strongly fractured into angular blocks of variable 
sizes. Basalt of the Mount Rouse flows range from 13 metres to more than 17 metres thick, overlying older 
weathered basalt or sedimentary rock.  

The project occupies a site of relatively low relief and slope but with pronounced local topographical 
variation. Elevation ranges between 75 metres Australian Height Datum (AHD) along the Moyne River 
valley to 130 metres AHD on the rises on the northern boundary of the project along Kangertong Road. The 
only defined hill within the project site is the broad rounded summit of Vinebanks eruption point at 
120 metres AHD, just south of Woolsthorpe-Heywood Road about 2.5 kilometres east of Hamilton – 
Port Fairy Road. Regionally the fall is to the south and this is the slope direction of the drainage channels. 
The landform features of the project site are determined by the character of the lava flows from Mount 
Rouse and the interaction of these flows at that time with the pre-existing drainage pattern and subsequent 
re-establishment of the drainage system over time. 

Stony rises terrain occurs across all the Mount Rouse lava flow areas, comprising elongated stony ridges, 
lava plateaus, stony plains and depression marshes.  

Modification of the stony rises terrain has occurred and continues at a variety of scales. Aboriginal people 
used aspects of the stony terrain for resource and cultural purposes (e.g., fish traps, shelters, hearths). 
Pastoral and cropping activity following European occupation of the volcanic plains for more than 150 years 
has modified the pre-contact landscape. The most common modifications are removal/relocation of stones, 
construction of walls, fences and buildings, and draining former wetlands. Loose stones in paddocks that 
can be cultivated are moved into piles or onto the sides and crest of stony ridges or crushed in situ and 
removed for use as aggregate elsewhere. In the investigation area, there is local evidence of stone 
relocation but not on a scale that has altered the fundamental geomorphology of the lava flows. By 
comparison with other areas of Mount Rouse lavas outside the project site, there are relatively few 
remnants of stone walls or other stone structures. 

The elongated stony ridges are the most distinctive feature of the stony rises terrain, occurring as long 
continuous ridges at the flow margins where fluid lava was directed to the south along the valley sides of 
the existing streams (Figure 8.3). Lava plateaus occur in places where the lava forms elongate to tabular 
plateaus with defined escarpments five to seven metres higher than the surrounding surface (Figure 8.4). 
Stony plains are the most widespread terrain across the project site and are planar to hummocky surfaces 
with a dispersed scatter of rounded, weathered basalt stones and cobbles with occasional isolated boulders 
(Figure 8.5). 

Older basaltic lavas  

Deeply weathered undulating terrain of the older basaltic surfaces is found in areas not covered by the 
Mount Rouse lavas. This terrain occurs east and west of the Mount Rouse lavas, and therefore mostly in 
the eastern and western parts of the project site. This basaltic lava occurs as inliers (an older rock formation 
isolated among newer rocks) of slightly higher terrain surrounded by the younger lava (Figure 8.6). 

Shaw River, Back Creek and Moyne River follow the path of the Mount Rouse lava flows with occasional 
incursions across the lava surfaces. These watercourses typically mark the boundary of the Mount Rouse 
lavas and the older volcanic terrain. At the lava margins the channels have boulders and rock outcrops with 
intermittent alluvial deposits and terraces with areas of peaty and swampy soil with regolith to two metres 
thick. 
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Figure 8.3 
 Parallel ridges marking the edge of a 
former lava tube at the western margin 

of the Tarrone flow, west of Hawkesdale 
(Moyne River is a lateral stream)  

Figure 8.4 
 LiDAR image of low lava plateau and 

ridges enclosing broad depressions  

Figure 8.5 
 Road cuttings on 

Hawkesdale-Penshurst Road showing a 
typical profile of Mount Rouse lava 

surface geology  

Figure 8.6 
 Complex of ridges and wetland 

depressions at the western margin of 
the Rouse – Port Fairy lava flows north 

of McGraths Road  
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Soils (including acid sulfate soils) 

Soils across all the project site have been mapped as having good internal soil drainage (Baxter and 
Robinson, 2001). However, standing surface water does occur in depressions for parts of the year. During 
winter there are areas of waterlogged soil. 

Baxter and Robinson (2001) showed the potential for soil erosion by water (sheet erosion) as ‘low’ for most 
of the project site with areas of ‘moderate’ potential only occurring on the more deeply weathered lavas 
surrounding the Mount Rouse lavas. The entire area was classed as having ‘low’ susceptibility to gully 
erosion and wind erosion. 

The potential for acid sulfate soils is considered very low, as there is no geologically recent marine influence 
to have left saline sediments. The potential for saline groundwater or surface water providing suitable 
conditions for inland acid sulfate soils to have developed or have the potential to develop is also considered 
‘low’. 

Further consideration of potential acid sulfate soils is made in Chapter 10 – Surface water.  

8.6.3 Areas of geological and geomorphological importance  
Protocols for determining geoheritage sites in Victoria have been established by Joyce and King (1980) and 
Rosengren (1986, 1994), and were adopted for geoheritage assessment (Appendix A – Geoheritage). 

Sites of geological and geomorphological importance (i.e., geoheritage sites) are selected on the basis 
either that they represent a specific characteristic of a region, or they are an outstanding or unusual 
example of a geological or geomorphological feature in a wider context. A place or feature recognised as of 
geoheritage significance is assigned a significance rating by the specialist on a comparative scale that 
ranges from ‘local’, ‘regional’, ‘state’ and ‘international’.  

The Mount Rouse Volcanic Complex (eruption points and lava flows) form a composite geoheritage unit of 
at least state geoheritage significance. As the project site is at least 30 kilometres from the Mount Rouse 
eruption centre it would have no direct impact on the eruption source (i.e., the volcano itself). Evaluation of 
the potential impact of the project has focussed on lava features. 

Mount Rouse lava flows are a well-preserved and outstanding example of the initial morphology, fluidity, 
and mobility of these lava flows. The significance of the lava flows as geological and landform entities are at 
least state significance level. The project site contains excellent examples of three of the lava flows 
associated with the Mount Rouse volcano. There are clear examples of lava flow features including narrow 
flow sections, diverging, and converging lava lobes, raised lava surfaces and parallel lava ridges and 
depressions resulting from sagging and collapse of lava tubes.  

The project site also displays the development of lateral streams including Shaw River, Moyne River and 
Back Creek. It also encloses several depressions that contain ephemeral lakes (e.g., the Cockatoo Swamp 
wetland complex). The extensive array of semi-permanent and seasonal/ephemeral wetlands across part of 
the project site is a direct result of the complexity of the lava surface and the interaction of the lava flows 
with palaeo- and modern drainage systems and groundwater. 
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8.6.4 Summary of geoheritage features in the project site 
As described in Section 8.4 and shown in Figure 8.1, the project site was divided into seven descriptive 
sectors based on geoheritage character to assess direct impacts. Key features of each sector are described 
in Table 8.2. 

Table 8.2 Defined geoheritage sectors in the project site 

Geoheritage sectors Description 

Sector 1:  
Tarrone North older 
lava  

This sector is east of the northernmost part of Landers Lane extending to east of 
Tarrone North Road south of Woolsthorpe-Heywood Road. It is defined by low 
ridges of older lava elevated 3–15 metres above the surface of the younger lava 
flows. These ridges were the margins of valleys between ancestral Shaw River and 
Back Creek and were high enough not to be covered by the Mount Rouse lavas.  

Sector 2:  
Eastern Lava Tarrone 
lava flow and 
Back Creek  

Back Creek is a lateral stream to the narrow Tarrone lava flow and switches from 
the eastern to the western side of the flow (Figure 8.7). The main Tarrone lava ridge 
has complex lava topography of state significance. 

Sector 3:  
Riordans Road & 
Landers Road 

This is the central area of the proposed wind farm and is comprised predominantly 
of Mount Rouse lava. The sector is a broad, shallow valley on the alignment of the 
pre-volcanic Shaw River and represents an initial lava pathway following that valley 
and diverting the river. A defined and co-ordinated drainage system has developed 
with a main continuous channel linking elongate lava depressions. 
A widespread feature of this part of the lava flows are naturally occurring circular 
depressions from around 30–40 metres to less than 60 metres diameter  
(Figure 8.8). This was good example of complexity of lava across gently sloping 
terrain and assessed to be of high regional significance. 

Sector 4:  
Shaw River East 

This sector is bordered in the west and north by Shaw River, a lateral stream to the 
main Mount Rouse – Port Fairy lava flows in this area. Local relief on the lava is 
noticeably greater than most other areas in this study with large, closed depressions 
giving rise to complex drainage and many wetlands (Figure 8.9). Assessed to be of 
state significance representing the largest area of complex lava topography not 
widely represented on the Mount Rouse lava system. 

Sector 5:  
Shaw River West 

An area of older lavas west of Shaw River which here is a lateral stream to the 
Rouse-Port Fairy lava flow. No Mount Rouse lavas occur west of the Shaw River 
and the terrain is developed on older lavas, probably sourced from Vinebanks 
eruption point (a site of local significance).  
The river channel is a significant and sensitive geoscience feature as a clear 
example of drainage adjustments following lava emplacement.  

Quarry location The LiDAR images suggest the quarry is at the southern edge of a larger integrated 
lava inflation and subsidence feature. This is a major feature of this part of the lava 
flow and is of high regional significance. 
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Figure 8.7 
 View north across narrow elongate lava 

ridges and collapse depressions of 
Sector 2 at Back Creek  

Figure 8.8 
 Naturally occurring small circular 

depressions in Sector 4  

Figure 8.9 
 Part of the wetland complex of  

Sector 5 east of Old Dunmore Road  

 Impact assessment 

8.7.1 Impact pathways 
Geoheritage features within the project site have a range of sensitivities to disturbance and modification. 
Sensitivity is a function of the physical properties of the site including scale (e.g., size of the landform), and 
the context and replication of the geoheritage feature in the immediate and wider surroundings. The impact 
on geoheritage values is determined by the nature and size of the geoheritage features being impacted. For 
example, a small, localised impact may be significant if it destroys a critical component of a larger 
geoheritage feature or introduces exotic rock or synthetic materials. The impacts of construction activities 
would be permanent on the localised geoheritage values that they directly impact. The excavation and civil 
engineering works needed to construct access tracks, hardstand areas, wind turbine foundations and 
operation of temporary quarry would cause permanent impacts on local geological features. 
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The principal geoheritage character of the Mount Rouse lavas is the degree of preservation of their original 
geometry and the way this represents the nature, movement, and consolidation of the active lava flow at 
times of eruption. There are hundreds of individual components that comprise the entire lava field. 
Assessment of potential of impact is therefore the degree to which wind farm works may compromise the 
appearance of sufficient number of features so as to degrade the presentation of the individual and 
collective character of the lava flows. 

The stony rises are a distinctive landscape occurring on the younger volcanic terrain in Victoria. Their extent 
is determined entirely by their volcanic origin, age and the pre-existing plains topography. However, the 
relatively flat topography (relief less than 10 metres) means there are few viewpoints from where the extent 
and character of the complex terrain can be appreciated. A further restraint is that almost all the lava flow 
within the project site is on private property and not generally available for public access. As all towers are 
on private land, visitor access to the sites would be by permission of landowners so there would be no 
change in the current protocols for public access to inspect landforms and geological features. The stony 
rises landscape has been heavily modified over the last centuries by addition and removal of material such 
as for constructing stone walls, residences and other infrastructure as well as for agricultural practices.  

A secondary impact is the overall visual effect of the wind farm and associated infrastructure on the 
presentation of the lava flows as landforms linked to Mount Rouse. It is noted this is linked to the visual 
amenity of the landscape (see Chapter 14 – Landscape and visual) as well as the geomorphological 
presentation of an irregular landscape, such as stony rises. Wind turbine towers and blades introduce an 
abrupt vertical component several orders of magnitude higher than the existing relief, which can negatively 
impact the broad scale spatial relationship between landform and geological features. 

All the activities associated with the project are confined to lava flow terrain of various ages and none would 
have physical impact on the composition and form of the Mount Rouse eruption points. 

Vehicles and machinery involved in the decommissioning of wind turbines and other project infrastructure 
would be confined to access tracks and hardstand areas that would have already been developed for the 
project, therefore there is a negligible risk of further damage to geoheritage values. Where accessways are 
not needed by landowners, they would be returned to their former use, however the impacts to the 
geoheritage values when this infrastructure is constructed would be permanent.  

8.7.2 Design mitigation  
Avoidance by design has been the primary measure to limit impacts to geoheritage values. This has been a 
step-by-step process: 

1. The geoheritage specialist would assess potential impacts to geoheritage values based on the concept 
design. 

2. The geoheritage specialist would provide recommendations in relation to position of some turbines and 
other infrastructure to minimise or avoid impact on locations of geoheritage significance. 

3. These recommendations were incorporated into the design and assessed by other specialists for their 
potential to impact other values. 

4. Any changes to the design were then re-assessed by the geoheritage specialist to ensure impacts to 
geoheritage values could be avoided or minimised.  

Key design measures are identified in square parentheses e.g., [GEOD01]. Key design measures carried 
out during the design process to minimise damage to features of geoheritage significance included: 

• avoiding the placement of turbine towers and other structures on narrow lava ridges and where 
relocating infrastructure to broader flat surfaces was possible [GEOD01] 

• siting underground cabling and access tracks to avoid crossing narrow lava ridges to maintain the 
inherent geometry of lava ridges and depressions [GEOD02] 

• changing the quarry layout to avoid specific elongated lava ridges [GEOD03] (Figure 8.10). 
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Figure 8.10 
 Proposed quarry site east of 

Old Dunmore Road with boundaries 
designed to minimise impact on the 

lava plateau  

8.7.3 Management controls 
Where possible, engineering design measures have been included to avoid potential impacts on 
geoheritage values. Where impacts are unavoidable, management measures are proposed to reduce each 
impact as far as is practicable.  

Measures to manage residual effects to geoheritage values would be carried out during the detailed design, 
construction, operation and decommissioning phases. Proposed management measures to address 
residual impacts on geoheritage values are outlined in Table 8.3. 

Table 8.3 Geoheritage management measures 

Geoheritage 
impact 

Project 
phase 

Management measures Number 

Potential to cause 
damage to features 
of geoheritage 
significance 

Design, 
construction 

Minimise the number of towers and other structures 
built on narrow lava ridges and where possible move to 
broader flat surfaces. 

GEO01 

Design, 
construction 

Limit reshaping and filling of the significant and 
sensitive geoheritage features of the Mount Rouse and 
Tarrone lava flow surfaces, where practicable. 

GEO02 

Pre-
construction, 
construction 

Agree stockpile locations with the appropriate 
consultant specialists to avoid stockpiling excess 
excavated rock at locations that would compromise the 
nature and interpretation of significant geoheritage 
features. 

GEO03 

Design, 
construction 

Avoid siting underground cabling and access tracks 
across high and narrow lava ridges. 

GEO04 

Design Design access tracks and underground electricity 
cables to minimise crossing, and maintain the inherent 
geometry of, lava ridges and depressions. 

GEO05 

Design Construction and crossing points are engineered to 
minimise changes to the geometry and function of 
stream channels. 

GEO06 
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8.7.4 Residual effects 
Following the development of design measures and development of management controls, an assessment 
of residual effects and impacts was completed describing the changes to the environment brought about by 
the construction, operation and eventual decommissioning of the project and rating the significance of these 
effects.  

Cumulative impacts on geoheritage were not assessed in depth for this EES. It is noted there are existing 
and proposed wind farms on other parts of the Mount Rouse lava flows, and on other stony rises (young 
lava flows) in the Newer Volcanic Province of Victoria. While these other projects would likely have impacts 
that could contribute to the loss of geoheritage resources of the Newer Volcanic Province of Victoria, the 
lack of publicly available geoheritage assessments of these projects mean that a meaningful assessment of 
the cumulative effects of these projects is not able to be performed. Cumulative impacts are discussed in 
Chapter 24 – Cumulative effects. 

8.7.5 Impact assessment summary 
A summary of the geoheritage residual impact assessment is shown in Table 8.4 with the full assessment 
presented in Appendix A – Geoheritage assessment. 
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Table 8.4 Geoheritage impact assessment summary 

Geoheritage values Potential impact 
pathway 

Project phase Likely impact (magnitude, extent and 
duration) 

Mitigation Impact rating and 
justification 

General geoheritage 
Geoheritage character of 
the Mount Rouse lavas 
is the degree of 
preservation of their 
original geometry and 
the way this represents 
the nature, movement 
and consolidation of the 
active lava flow at times 
of eruption. 

Construction would 
change the terrain 
and surface 
geology where 
infrastructure is 
built. 

Construction 
and operation 

Of the 59 turbines proposed, 32 are on 
terrain of the Rouse – Port Fairy flow, eight 
on terrain of the Tarrone flow and 19 are 
on older lavas not associated with Mount 
Rouse. Turbines have generally been 
located off stony rises and other rocky 
terrain, but project infrastructure would 
cross or be buried in all surface types. 
The Mount Rouse lava flows cover an area 
of 450 km2. Proposed infrastructure is 
located predominantly on Mount Rouse 
lava flows (approximately 80%) which 
impacts approximately 0.4% of the entire 
Mount Rouse lava flow. 
Impacts to geoheritage would be largely 
restricted to infrastructure areas, with the 
exception of modification to landscape 
appearance. Changes would remain during 
the operation of the project, with 
construction of footings and hardstand 
areas permanently changing the surface 
geology of these areas. 

Avoided the placement of 
wind turbines and 
supporting infrastructure on 
narrow lava ridges, 
favouring broader flat 
surfaces, where possible 
[GEOD01,02]. 

Minor  
It was assessed that 
construction resulting in 
some alterations of the 
landscape appearance of 
the stony rises by adding 
wind farm infrastructure 
would not unduly degrade 
their current geoheritage 
values. 

Sector 1: Tarrone 
North older lava 
The area has state 
significance. It is 
important in the lava 
complex as the point 
where a lava tongue 
branched east from the 
main flow and followed a 
narrow parallel valley 
southward as the 
Tarrone flow. 

Construction of 
wind turbines and 
associated cables 
and tracks would 
change the surface 
geology at these 
locations. 

Construction In this sector there are five wind turbines, a 
meteorological mast and associated 
access tracks and underground electrical 
transmission cables. All proposed 
structures are on a corridor of older 
volcanic terrain between the narrow 
Tarrone Flow to the west and the 
Hawkesdale flow. During construction there 
would be localised disturbance to surface 
geology in these locations, which would be 
permanent. All planned turbines and 
associated infrastructure in this sector are 
on older lava. 

Avoided the placement of 
wind turbines and 
supporting infrastructure on 
this feature [GEOD01,02]. 

Low 
No surface of the Mount 
Rouse lava complex in 
Eastern Lava sector would 
be impacted. 
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Geoheritage values Potential impact 
pathway 

Project phase Likely impact (magnitude, extent and 
duration) 

Mitigation Impact rating and 
justification 

Sector 2: Tarrone lava 
flow and Back Creek  
The main Tarrone lava 
ridge has complex lava 
topography of state 
significance. An 
excellent example of 
narrow lava flow in 
palaeo-valley. 

Construction of 
wind turbines and 
associated cables 
and tracks would 
change the surface 
geology at these 
locations. 

Construction In this sector there are 11 wind turbines 
and associated access tracks and 
underground electrical transmission cables. 
Three turbines are on older lava, and eight 
are on the surface of the Tarrone lava flow. 
During construction there would be 
localised disturbance to surface geology in 
these locations, which would be 
permanent. 
Two turbines would impact the more 
significant features of this area, but with 
other adjacent examples of these ridges 
and depressions, the degradation of 
significant features is regarded as 
acceptable within the context of the wind 
farm project. 

As part of detailed design 
consider geoheritage 
features to minimise 
impacts in this area 
(GEO01, GEO05, GEO06).  

Low 
As only a small area would 
be impacted, the impact on 
the integrity of the Tarrone 
flow is considered low. 

Sector 3: Riordans 
Road & Landers Road 
Comprised 
predominantly of Mount 
Rouse lava with naturally 
occurring circular 
depressions. The largest 
areas of the lava plateau 
showing complexity of 
lava across gently 
sloping terrain means 
this section has high 
regional significance. 

Construction of 
wind turbines and 
associated cables 
and tracks would 
change the surface 
geology at these 
locations. 

Construction 
and operation 

In this sector there are 25 wind turbines, a 
meteorological mast, electrical substation, 
battery energy storage facility, site offices 
and supporting access tracks and 
underground electrical transmission cables.  
Construction and operation would impact 
the landscape appearance of this part of 
the Mount Rouse lava flows. This would be 
largely restricted to this sector but would 
remain during the operation. 

Project design has avoided 
the largest areas of lava 
plateau of high significance 
[GEOD01,02]. 

Low 
The essential form of the 
volcanic surface would be 
retained as would details of 
the composition and 
morphology of the 
component units. As only a 
small area would be 
impacted by the proposed 
structures the potential for 
degradation of significant 
features is low. 
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Geoheritage values Potential impact 
pathway 

Project phase Likely impact (magnitude, extent and 
duration) 

Mitigation Impact rating and 
justification 

Sector 4: East of Shaw 
River 
The geomorphology of 
the area immediately 
south and east of Shaw 
River has state 
significance as it is one 
of the largest contiguous 
areas of the Mount 
Rouse – Port Fairy 
lavas, it includes a 
diverse range of 
landforms with greater 
relief than much of the 
southern lava flows, it 
defines the course of 
Shaw River, and despite 
the extensive artificial 
drainage, there are still 
substantial areas of 
active wetland in 
enclosed or contained 
depressions. 

Construction of 
wind turbines and 
associated cables 
and tracks and the 
development of the 
on-site quarry 
would change the 
surface geology at 
these locations. 

Construction 
and operation 

The sector includes 10 wind turbines of 
which seven are on Mount Rouse – 
Port Fairy lava flows. The proposed quarry 
to service the project is also on this flow, 
immediately east of Old Dunmore Road. 
Project construction would result in 
localised disturbance to surface geological 
in these locations, which would be 
permanent. A high impact on a localised 
scale was predicted. 

• Removal of a number 
of proposed turbines 
has greatly reduced the 
potential impacts in this 
sector. 

• As part of detailed 
design consider 
geoheritage features to 
further minimise 
impacts in this area 
(GEO01, GEO05, 
GEO06).  

• Stockpiles of excess 
excavated rock would 
not be in locations that 
compromise the nature 
and interpretation of 
significant geoheritage 
features (GEO03).  

• Design of stream 
crossing points would 
minimise changes to 
their geometry and 
function (GEO06). 

Moderate to low 
While physical disturbance 
would be limited to seven 
wind turbines and 
associated infrastructure, 
this area was assessed to 
be significant from a 
geoheritage perspective and 
therefore assessed as being 
of moderate to low in the 
context of the broader area 
of this type of lava surface.  

Sector 5: West of 
Shaw River 
The two aspects of local 
significance are Vine 
Hill eruption point and 
Shaw River as a lateral 
stream to the western 
margin of the Mount 
Rouse lava. 

Construction of 
wind turbines and 
associated cables 
and tracks may 
alter the 
landscape. 

Operation No aspect of geoheritage significance 
related to these landforms would be 
adversely impacted by the proposed wind 
farm infrastructure. All seven wind turbines 
are on older lava flows. 

The project design has 
avoided geoheritage 
features of significance and 
the design of the Shaw 
River crossing would not 
degrade the significance of 
the river channel. 

Negligible 
No impacts to any aspects 
of geoheritage significance. 

Quarry  
The quarry is at the 
southern edge of a 
larger integrated lava 
feature. This is a major 
feature of this part of the 
lava flow and is of high 
regional significance. 

Construction of the 
quarry would 
permanently 
change the terrain 
and surface 
geology. 

Construction The proposed quarry would be excavated 
across several low plateau and elongate 
rises and associated depressions of the 
main lava flow covering 10.5 hectares. This 
would result in a high magnitude impact on 
this feature, which would be permanent.  

The modified quarry layout 
avoids significant impacts 
to specific elongated lava 
ridges identified as being of 
significant value 
[GEOD03]. 

Low 
Redesign of quarry to avoid 
excavating the significant 
parts of the plateau has 
reduced the impact to low.  
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 Conclusions 
The geological and landform context of the project site was characterised and the geoheritage values 
assessed. The terrain of the project site contains volcanic rocks of the Newer Volcanic Province of Victoria. 
Of most relevance to the geoheritage of the local region is Mount Rouse. 

It is considered that given the avoidance measures carried out, the project is consistent with maintaining the 
high level of geoheritage significance of the area and the broader aspects of Mount Rouse and associated 
lava flows. Project design has recognised the specific geoheritage values within the project site and would 
allow key elements of the landscape to be retained without substantially compromising advanced landscape 
evolution research and interpretation.  
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